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My name is Gergely Götz, and I spent a wonderful three weeks in this programme. The first
three days were in Ulm, this city was my second ERASMUS place. I really love the city so
beautiful, below you can see the Münster. We had some lectures about the renewable energy
systems, storage and other interesting themes. In the laboratories we could see the latest
technologies and developments. In Böfingen we could try the E-bikes and other vehicles
which works with human power combined the renewable energy for example the solar
energy. In the afternoons our leaders show us the city monuments.
After Ulm we travelled by train to Linz. There we picked up the normal bikes and the E-bikes.
In Linz we visited the Infineon semiconductor producer. After the lunch we jumped into the
saddles and cycled to Grein. In the first part of the day we went to Melk there is a wonderful
castle. The landscape was amazing and unforgettable in the Danube valley. In the afternoon
we went onward to Krems. In the third day the weather was not enough good for cycling so
we travelled to Vienna by bus. In Vienna we slept in the Wombat hostel it’s a very cool place.
Next day we had a lecture in the University of Applied Sciences Vienna about the Intelligent
transportation systems and then we went up the Donauturm. From there we could see the
whole city. The second part of the course we spent in Hungary. From Vienna the next station
was Győr there we had a lecture and laboratory visit and there we saw a solar car. The last
station was Budapest. In the BME we had a lecture how to make a solar panel and then we
made our own solar cell in the laboratory.
The accomodations were perfect, the breakfast was included and circa everywhere we went
got a lunch and dinner.
It’s good chance to learn and see the new technologies, see other countries and meet other
students from all over the world. “I think this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship” 
To sum it up, this was one of the greatest experiences in my life. I am happy that I could be
involved in such a great opportunity and I honestly recommend it to everyone.
Last but not least I would like to thank Dudás Mária and Kádár Péter, who helped me in
everything, and special thanks to everyone who made it possible to me.

